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“It has been a pleasure
working with Industry Me
and hope qwe can work on

“The editorial reads very

more features in furture

well and as I said before

Tamara Hamdan
Siemens WLL

that you captured details
thoroughly, which is great.
One thing you have over
the middle east journalists
is attention to detail and
accuracy. It was a pleasure

“I received a copy of your
July/August edition of the
Industry ME magazine which
is most impressive. Thankyou
for including Jumeirah
Emirates Towers in your
publication”

Grant Ruddiman
General Manager

to be interviewed by you.

Mohammed Qazi
Commercial and Finance
Director

“With reference to the entire
process we thoroughly
it was very smooth and
the questions were well
structured ensuring DP
World was showcased
in the right light...
Thanks once again we look
forward to working with you
and many such editorials in
the future”

Utkarsh Talati
Senior Marketing Executive
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DEMOGRAPHIC
Industry ME is specifically focussed on the Middle
East region. This is very much reflected in our
readership which is predominately based in the
Middle East.

Industry Sectors
Oil & Gas
Manufacturing
Construction

As a publication with a strong focus on leadership, it will come
as no surprise that our circulation of 500,000 to 700,000 per month
predominately reaches top executives across many industry sectors.

Commerce and Hotels
Real Estate

Industry ME covers all facets of Middle East business life from the challenges that start-up companies face through to the latest news from
multi-nationals. Our readership by company size reflects our diversity
in terms of the number of employees and annual revenue turnover
figures:

Engineering
Transportation
Healthcare
Government Services
Food & Beverage
Logistics

COUNTRIES
UAE

SAUDI
ARABIA

OMAN

KUWAIT

BAHRAIN

QATAR

29%

17%

6%

10%

8%

13%

LEBANON JORDAN
6%

OTHER

6%

5%

POSITIONS
EXECUTIVE
GENERAL
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT
29%

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
MARKETING
OFFICIALS
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT

21%

18%

14%

OTHER

10%

8%

EMPLOYEE NUMBERS
500+

100- 499

50-99

10-49

30%

35%

20%

15%

ANNUAL TURNOVER
500 MILLION

250- 400 MILLION

150 - 249 MILLION

50 - 149 MILLION

20 - 49 MILLION

15%

26%

32%

15%

13%
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ADVERTISING

ARTWORK
If you are supplying
advertisements directly to

Industry ME offers a wide range of advertising
options to suit your needs, including
advertisement creation when needed at no
extra cost.
With a targeted
readership of
decision-makers
including CEOs,
finance directors
and supply chain
directors, The
Industry ME can offer
effective advertising
either independently
or matched to
editorial.
So whether you are
launching a new
product, entering
a new market or
organising a business
conference, contact
The Industry ME today.
Additionally content
opportunities offers
a unique and direct
way to deliver your
key messages to
industry through our
editorial content.
This can be through
sponsored editorial
and advertorials.
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print ready, high resolution
PDFs (minimum 300dpi) All
colours must be converted
to CMYK (not PMS or other
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TO

to outlines. For further

G0 OUT MORE...

information on industry
artwork standards for print
please see www.pass4press.
com.
If we are producing the
advertisements for you
please make sure all logos,
photographs are saved in
eps, tiff, jpg or pdf format
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internet, are normally 72dpi
and not suitable for print.
QIDDIYA

Keller soars with tests for
Falcon’s Flight

just 4m from the edge,

Mohamad adds. “We had to

levels and quality,

each location had to be

be extremely careful not to

including continuous

scrupulously assessed. If it

damage anything.”

and sectional flight

any were felt to be too much

Steep, narrow
access roads

auger drilling and down-

of a risk, drilling was moved

Once the tests were carried

Falcon’s Flight. Visitors will

the-hole drilling – a fast

few meters to a safer place.

out, the Keller team produced

thunder around the two-

Commissioned by the Arab

way to hammer through

and-a-half-mile track at

Company for Laboratories

tough rock.

speeds of up to 155mph,

and Soil (ACES) on behalf

swooping down from

of the Qiddiya Investment

Each test element was

200m-high natural cliffs.

Company, the project

It’s an incredible setting

longest rollercoaster, The

The world’s fastest, tallest,

optimum production

detailed interpretive reports
Due to the extremely high

that will now help shape

loads, tested elements were

the future design of this

heavily reinforced. The micro

landmark project.

strategically placed

piles and anchors were

“We created a great design

involved designing and

across an area of 10km2

reinforced with rebars and

methodology, conducting

for a thrilling ride – but

installing 24 micro piles

at ground level, on the

wire strands that had double

some of Keller’s highest load

one that requires equally

(with 225mm and 300mm

upper cliff plateau and

corrosion protection – a grout

testing ever in the Middle

incredible engineering. To

diameters), seven drilled

on the cliffside slopes.

and plastic encapsulation – to

East with no failures,” he says.

help shape the design, Keller

bored piles (with 1m

“I don’t think we’ve

ensure a long life.

“The client was very happy

and longest rollercoaster,

ever done a project

The Falcon’s Flight, is being

like this before,” says
Mohamad Hasan, Keller

Ready for
phase two

using them as templates for

built at a multibillion-dollar
entertainment destination

Senior Design and

The testing regime for the

tests at Qiddiya.

in Saudi Arabia – with Keller

Estimation Engineer.

roller coaster required 504

carrying out vital testing to

“We would install a pile

vibrating wire strain gauges

“More importantly, to

help it take off.

and then have to move

and an SAAV inclinometer

complete this highly

all our machinery and

showing the micro piles

technical work safely, in

Forty-five kilometers from

equipment 500m on

reaching tension capacities

tough conditions, in just

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia is

to the next location. It

of up to 600 tons, with bored

over a month is a fantastic

constructing a colossal city

might take an hour to

piles achieving 1,200 tons

achievement. As such we’ve

in the desert dedicated to

drive slowly along steep,

of tension capacity and

been awarded testing works

entertainment, arts, and

narrow access roads.”

150 tons of lateral capacity.

for phase two of the cliff-

“Moving all of this testing

edge structures, including the

sport. Covering 366km2 –

with our reports and they’re
future key cliff-edge structure

more than half the area of

Every movement had to

equipment and installing it

funicular upper station and

Singapore – Qiddiya will

be rigorously planned

on a small working platform

trellis, escalator, camel trail,

attract millions of tourists

to ensure the crew

was a huge challenge,”

stadium, arena and ski lift.”

every year to its theme park,

could reach the next

water park, golf course,

point safely and create

ski slope, concert venues,

was entrusted with carrying

diameters) and four inclined

a suitable working

Formula One racetrack and

out a series of heavily

anchors (with 225mm

platform – even if that

more.

instrumented lateral, tensile

diameters). A range of

meant altering some

and pull-out tests, installing

drilling methods were

of the roads. With the

The crown jewel of Qiddiya’s

bored piles, micro piles, and

assessed to determine

upper cliffs some 200m

Six Flags theme park will be

inclined anchors in various

above ground level, and

the world’s fastest, tallest,

subsoils.

several piles required
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FREE

Double Page Spread
Advert (DPS)

Full Page
Editorial

W 426 x H 303mm
(including 3mm bleed on all sides)

COST PER INSERTION

12 ISSUES

6 ISSUES

3 ISSUES

1 ISSUE

£3,995

£4,995

£5,995

£6,995

FREE

FREE
Full Page
Advert

Half Page
Advert

Quarter
Page
Editorial

Half Page
Editorial

W 180 x H 127mm

W 216 x H 303mm
(including 3mm
bleed on all sides)

COST PER INSERTION

COST PER INSERTION
12 ISSUES

6 ISSUES

3 ISSUES

1 ISSUE

12 ISSUES

6 ISSUES

3 ISSUES

1 ISSUE

£2,495

£3,495

£3,995

£4,995

£1,995

£2,495

£2,995

£3,350

PREMIUM OPTIONS
For our premium positions such as inside the front cover of back pages cost is £5,495
for single issue and discount up to 25% for multiple issues.

SELF FUNDED OPPORTUNITIES
This includes an article and PDF brochure

12 PAGE

8 PAGE

4 PAGE

£9,995

£7,495

£5,495

GLOBAL
BUSINESS
With over thirty years of experience in print & digital publishing,
Global First Media delivers concise, sharp editorial with a
professional and sympathetic approach to your business
needs. We have a clearly defined concise portfolio of business
magazines that target five specific regions; Middle East, Asia
Pacific, South Africa and the Sub Saharan region, Europe and
North America and Canada.

+44 (0) 1225 618115
sales@globalfirstmedia.com
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